ABSTRACT
Introduction
Composite materials are playing an important role in a wide range of fields and replacing many traditional engineering materials. Glass fiber reinforced composite materials are a class of materials used in various products including aerospace, automobile, sporting goods, marine bodies, plastic pipes, storage containers, etc. An et al. [1] glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) is characterized by high strength and rigidity coupled with low weight and, in many respects, is superior to metals. However, for the practical cutting of glass fiber, optimal cutting parameters should be taken into consideration to achieve less blade wear, good cutting quality, etc. In order to achieve this objective, how to control the blade wear correctly is decisive.
During glass fiber cutting, the reduction of blade wear is a critical aspect. Long glass fibers were found to affect cutting quality significantly. Lau et al. [2] showed that the wear characteristics of blades were highly influenced by the geometry and thickness of the blade. Casto et al. [3] discussed the lifetime according to different criteria, determined by using a profilometer and image processing, where the worn zone was observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). A Weibull distribution has been applied to a variety of cutting processes. Yang et al. [4] concluded that the effect of the cutting conditions, the cutting speed, the feed rate, and the depth of cut on the tool life and the cumulative probability of chipping could be presented as a Weibull distribution with three parameters. Lin [5] has observed that the cutting tool life can be represented for the cases studied by the statistical normal distribution. Moreover, Klim et al. [6] conducted a two-parameter study on the effect of feed variation on the tool wear and tool life, and found that this followed a Weibull distribution.
The Taguchi method [7] has produced a unique and powerful quality improvement discipline that differs from the traditional process. Since the product and process design have a great impact on the life cycle, the cost, and the quality of a component, the Taguchi design of experiment (DOE) approach provides a design engineer with a systematic method for determining the optimum design parameters to obtain the best performance at the lowest cost. Therefore, the Taguchi methods have become a widely acceptable methodology for improving productivity. However, the original Taguchi methods were designed to optimize a single performance characteristic. It is not the kind of condition that engineers deal with nowaday complex manufacturing process. Therefore, optimization of multiple performance characteristics is still interesting to researchers to do further study. Kang and Hadfield [8] designed a novel eccentric lapping machine, and in a systematic use of the Taguchi methods, they investigated the optimization of different lapping parameters. Lin [9] obtained optimal parameters using the Taguchi methods and analysis of the Weibull modulus through reliability engineering for the polishing of ceramic gauge blocks.
The Grey system theory proposed by Huang and Liao [10] has been proven to be useful for dealing with poor, incomplete, and unsure information. Chang et al. [11] presented a fast and effective methodology of Grey relational analysis for the optimization of the injection molding process parameters of short glass fiber reinforced polycarbonate composites. Lin and Lin [12] found the Grey relational analysis can be used to solve the electrical discharge machining (EDM) process with the multiple performance characteristics. The Grey relational analysis based on the Grey system theory by Deng [13] can be used to solve complicated inter-relationships among the multiple performance characteristics effectively.
To optimize several responses or quality characteristics simultaneously, many researchers have tried to combine the Taguchi methods with other methods [14, 15] . Through the Grey relational analysis, a Grey relational grade is obtained to evaluate the multiple performance characteristics. As a result, optimization of the complicated multiple performance characteristics can be converted into optimization of a single Grey relational grade. Lin [14] has shown optimal cutting parameters can then be determined by the Taguchi methods using the Grey relational grade as the performance index. The cutting parameters, the tool life, the cutting force, and the surface roughness are important characteristics in turning. Lin et al. [15] used reliability analysis, the Taguchi and the Grey methods in this paper. The speed and the load are optimized polishing parameters when the performance characteristics, which include Weibull modulus and the removal rate, are taken into consideration.
In this paper, the reliability of the cutting process for glass fiber materials has been evaluated quantitatively in terms of a three-parameter Weibull distribution [4] . The effect of the cutting parameters, i.e. the cutting speed, the cutting volume, and the cutting load, on the blade wear, as determined by long glass fiber that would exceed a value of 1%, to meet the requirement of the customer acceptance standard TP-700 of the Owens Corning Company, was investigated. When using the Taguchi methods of parameter design, the experimental details were used for optimizing the single performance characteristics. Optimization of multiple performance characteristics with the Grey relational analysis was also considered in this paper. The methodology used in the experiments was the same as that used by Lin [9] , and was as the following:
1) Perform a Taguchi-based experiment.
2) Measure the material wear from 12 cuts by a cutter blade.
3) Calculate the Weibull modulus and the mean value of the wear.
4) Calculate the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. 5) Collect the data while preprocessing both the mean value of the wear and the Weibull modulus.
6) Perform an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the Grey relational analysis.
7) Carry out the confirmation runs.
Reliability Analysis
The reliability, determined from a three-parameter Weibull distribution, was expressed by Shigley et al. [16] as:
In it:
x is the thin-edge blade wear (m); x 0 is the guaranteed value of y (x 0 ≥ 0); s is a characteristic or scale value (s ≥ x 0 ); b is the Weibull modulus (b ≥ 0). The Weibull modulus is the most important parameter in a Weibull distribution. The increases of reliability depend on the increase of the Weibull modulus. The probability of a failure, 1 F R   , can be calculated as indicated by Shaw [17] according to:
In which: g is the g th sample as the blade wear values are ranked in order;
h is the total number of samples. The detail for the relationship between the reliability and the wear rate has been derived by Yang et al. [4] . So, the guaranteed value x 0 can be written as
The characteristic parameter s can be written as
The Weibull modulus b can be written as
Experiments
The identified parameters that affect the characteristics of turned parts are the cutting blade parameters (blade geometry and blade material), the workpiece-related parameters (long fiber), the cutting parameters (speed, load, and volume), and the environmental parameters (dry cutting and wet cutting). The ranges of the selected cutting process parameters (cutting speed V = 1.9 -5.7 m/s, load F = 13 -27 kgf/cm 2 , and volume150 -250 piece) are ascertained by conducting preliminary experiments. The details of the work material, the cutting machine, the cutting blade, and the cutting conditions are as the following:
The work material: E-glass fiber, 9 m  66 (g / 1000 m).
The cutting machine: Parallel blade-cutting machine (Finn and Fram, USA) with a 0.75 HP spindle power.
The cutting blade: Lutz cutter (Lutz, Germany) made of high-carbon steel disposable blades
The cutting condition: Dry The wear measure: Examined by using a SEM to measure blade wear.
Glass fiber that were 9 m in diameter and 66 (g / 1000 m) in weight and machined on a cutting machine with a carbon steel blade. The blade wear were measured by a SEM while each specimen was cut. The cutting blade samples were examined by a SEM to measure blade wear values at three points, and these were averaged to obtain an average blade wear value. Each cutting test of a blade wear was performed until the long glass fiber weight exceeded a value of 1%, as specified in the customer acceptance standard TP-700 of the Owens Corning Company.
The Single Performance Characteristic

The Taguchi Methods
An orthogonal array gives a more reliable estimate of the factor effects with fewer tests compared to traditional methods. In this paper, based on the experiments designed by Kang and Hadfield [8] , three levels of cutting parameters were selected and the three cutting parameters were used as control parameters, and each parameter was designed to have three levels, as shown in Table 1 . Three major control factors (cutting speed, load, and volume) were selected to conduct the tests. All three factors are multilevel variables and their outcome effects have nonlinear relationships; hence, we used three-level tests for each factor. The number of degrees of freedom was calculated from the number of parameters identified and their number of levels of variation. Using the full factorial design (3 × 3 × 3 × 3) reduced a total of 81 sets of experiments down to 9, thereby decreasing the cost, the time, and the effort. 9 the array along with the factors assigned to the columns was presented in Table 2 , which consists of nine experiments corresponding to the nine rows and four columns. In this matrix, the chosen three parameters, the cutting speed, the cutting volume and the cutting load are assigned to the second, the third and the fifth columns. The fourth column was not assigned and used as an error term e. The nine experiments of the L9 array were carried out without the interaction effect.
Analysis of S/N ratio for the Smaller-the-Better Parameter
The Taguchi methods use the S/N ratio to analyze the average value of the test run data to derive values for evaluating the characteristic cutting parameters. This is because the S/N ratio represents both the average and the variation in quality characteristics. The units of the S/N ratio are decimals. The Taguchi parameter design is used to determine the optimum conditions of the engineering parameters (the controllable parameters), and also to minimize any variation in the noise (the uncontrollable parameters). The S/N ratio provides a measure of the robustness. To find the optimal cutting conditions, the blade wear should be of lower order; hence, the S/N for "the smaller the better" type of response is used: where y i is the mean value of the wear or Weibull modulus at the i th test and n is the number of trials. S/N STB is the smaller-the-better S/N ratio.
To understand the blade wear during cutting, an experiment using S55C high-carbon steel blades to cut the glass fiber was carried out as shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 1 . In a single experiment, 12 cutting blades were used to cut simultaneously. Table 3 shows the mean value of the wear and the corresponding S/N ratio calculated by using Equation (6) . Table 4 shows the Weibull modulus and the corresponding S/N ratio calculated by using Equation (6) . 
Multiple Performance Characteristics
Grey Relational Analysis
In the Grey relational analysis, a data preprocessing is first performed in order to normalize the raw data, and a linear normalization of the experimental results for the mean value of the wear and the Weibull modulus is performed in the range between zero and one, which is also called the Grey relational generating [13, 18] . For the blade wear and weibull modulus, which are "the smaller the better", the normalized S/N ratio z ij for the i th performance characteristic in the j th can be expressed as max max min 
where is the ideal normalized S/N ratio for the i th performance characteristics and β distinguishing coefficient which is setting as 0.5 in this article.
0 i z Then, the Grey relational grade is computed by averaging the Grey relational coefficient corresponding to each performance characteristic. The overall evaluation of the multiple performance characteristics is based on the Grey relational grade, that is
In it: γ j is the Grey relational grade for the j th experiment; k is the number of performance characteristics. Table 5 shows the dada calculated by using Equation (7), the normalized results for the mean value of the blade wear and the Weibull modulus. Basically, the larger normalized results correspond to the better performance and the best normalized results should be equal to one. The grey relational coefficient results for the experimental layout are shown in Table 6 .
Using the experimental combinations of Table 2 , Table 7 shows the Grey relational grade for each experiment. The larger Grey relational grade indicates that the corresponding experimental result is closer to the ideally normalized value. Group 7 has the best multiple performance characteristics among the nine experiments because it has the highest Grey relational grade shown in Table 7 . Since the experimental design is orthogonal, it is then possible to separate out the effect of each cutting parameter in different levels. Figure 2 shows the Grey relational grade graph, where the dashed line in this figure is the value of the total mean of the Grey relational grade. Basically, the larger the Grey relational grade is, the better the multiple performance characteristics are. A3B1C2 is the optimal level of cutting parameters with the multiple performance characteristics. 
Analysis of Variance
The ANOVA scheme was used to study the significance of the parameters affecting the quality characteristics of the interest. The scheme subdivides the total variation in the data into useful and meaningful components of variation. The total variation contribution is shown in Table 8 .
The ANOVA results in Table 8 clearly identify that the cutting speed and the volume severely affected the blade wear by 47.21% and 14.62%, respectively, while the load only affected the blade wear by 12.20%.
Confirmation Tests
A confirmation experiment is the final step in the design of experiment process. Once the optimum level of the design parameters is set, the final step can predict and verify the quality characteristic using the optimum level  opt of the design parameters, which can also be estimated by using the equation
In which:  is the mean of the S/N ratio;  j is the S/N ratio at the optimum level;
o is the number of main design parameters that affects the optimum level of the cutting parameters.
From Equation (10), the estimated optimum design parameters can be obtained by using the optimum cutting parameters.
A pareto chart generated based on the contribution ratio is presented in Figure 3 . This chart shows the importance of the significant parameters. Table 9 shows a comparison among the initial, predicted, and confirmation experimental values of the wear, respectively, using the optimum cutting parameters. Table 9 shows the results of the confirmation experiment for the mean value of the wear. The results of the confirmation experiment of the predicted optimal conditions A3B1C2, which was better than the initial trial. As shown in Table 9 , the blade wear decreases from 64.73 to 39.43, when the Weibull modulus is decreased from 1.9 to 1.85. In summary, the most optimal cutting parameter should be A3B1C2, because the improvement is the greatest by using this parameter, and it is obvious that the optimum level of the cutting parameters in the cutting process is greatly improved. Conducting a verification experiment is a crucial and the last step of the robust design procedure. Its aim is to verify the optimum conditions identified by the matrix tests and it estimates how close the predictions are to actual conditions. Hence, a confirmation test was conducted with the optimum parameters, and came out in good result.
Conclusions
This paper has carried out the optimization in the cutting of glass fiber. The following conclusions are obtained from analyzing the above stated experimental results:
1) The multiple parameters for multiple performance characteristics are found to be the higest speed, the smaller cutting volume and the medium load.
2) To study further within the experimental range used, we found that the most significant cutting parameter for multiple performance characteristics are the cutting speed, which accounts for 47.21% of the total effect, followed by the cutting volume (14.62%), and the cutting load, which accounts for only 12.20% of the total effect.
3) In summary, the most optimal cutting parameter is A3B1C2.
4) In the cutting glass fiber, using reliability analysis with Grey-based Taguchi methods is a good way to improve the multiple performance characteristics.
